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The Future of Meetings
Suzy is severely stressed. The company’s annual conference theme is
“Change – It’ll Do You Good.” As the
meeting planner, she has lined up
Sheryl Crow as the entertainment with
two IMAG screens in the ballroom,
created an eclectic menu that goes beyond chicken and noodles and the
goody bag, has an amazing Solio® , a
hybrid solar charger™.
But the structure and flow of this
annual conference feels the same. Attendance is down and Suzy feels a tremendous amount of
pressure to change
the annual conference as well.
Could it be different? Suzy could
jump on the bandwagon of the new
techno flash trend.
Instead of bringing
people together at a significant cost,
she could transform the conference
into a web-based feed where all the
presentations can be downloaded from
the intranet website. She can arrange
for full-featured videos of the presenters, including animated PowerPoint
slides with voice-overs and website

PLEASE ROUTE TO

By Joe Sherren & Kristin Arnold

links to additional references. Virtual participants can experience all
the content they would have experienced at the conference because
they won’t have to choose among
overlapping conference sessions.
On the surface, this type of meeting seems more efficient and less
costly. But will it bring added value
and achieve all the objectives?
Conferences and meetings are
more than vehicles to deliver information. Just as important as the
presentations, information and material, are the opportunities for collaborative learning, sharing, networking, and
building relationships. People need
to feel connected
and want to be able to build on opportunities that emerge from those
personal interactions.
This does not have to be an either/or proposition. Some people
may just want the data. They can
download pertinent sections of the
meeting. But most
(cont’d on p. 2)

How Many of You….?

By Kristin Arnold

I was watching a rather skilled presenter ask a rhetorical question — a
question that does not require an answer from the audience. Then he asked a
series of questions where he asked the participants to raise their hand if they
had experienced something. And then he continued to ask rhetorical questions
(which could have been a polling question) which confused everyone. Should
we raise our hand or not?
When giving a presentation, be mindful of when you ask a rhetorical question
and when you are taking a poll. To be clear about the difference, walk to a
specific “polling place” when you poll the audience. Demonstrate how you want
them to answer by raising your hand when you are giving the instructions.
Finally, describe the resultant answers back to the audience — and what that
means to you as the presenter. Otherwise, just stick to a
few, well placed,
meaningful rhetorical questions!
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In December, in the midst
of a howling snowstorm, we
moved our northern Toronto
home office from Stouffville to
Cape Traverse, Prince Edward
Island (PEI). Home to Anne
of Green Gables, PEI is east to
the northern tip of Maine and
renowned for its potatoes and
mussels.
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from the blazing Arizona sun
in the summertime. You can
find us in Arizona at:
11890 E Juan Tabo Road
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
Toll Free: 800.589.4733
Phone: 480.502.2100
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want to move beyond the information, get into the application, learn from each
other, and create synergistic solutions.
From our perspective, people attend meetings and conferences for the conversations among the participants as well as the information. Just look out into the
hallway where people are intent in discussions which stimulate thinking and create a sense of hope and optimism. Through conversation, they create a common
ground to explore the issues and problems of their professions and practices, as
well as develop implementable solutions.
Conversation is the driver for work, community, decision-making, and collaboration. It is the connection with other people as well as great programming that
creates conference value.
So how do you create the environment that will not only provide great conversation, but will also develop truly worthwhile downloadable presentations? By
putting the focus of the event on people who can actually make a significant difference to the outcome — the participants and the presenters.
Since most meetings are getting smaller and more intimate, invite a diverse mix
of people who share a common goal or threat, and who will appreciate an opportunity to be inspired, learn from others, and be able to share in a meaningful way.
In this digital age, it becomes even more important to pick your presenters
carefully as their presentation lives on the web long after the event. The presenters should be professional speakers, trainers, and facilitators who have the ability
to stimulate thinking, educate, and direct the conversations. They will tangibly
increase the value of the event by harnessing the collective potential of the attendees toward the meeting objectives.
Many meeting planners are still struggling to measure the meeting’s Return on
Investment (ROI) where outcomes of an event must translate dollar-for-dollar
into company revenue or a reduction of costs in a specific time period. This is not
a worthwhile exercise. A more appropriate measure would be ROO (Return on
Objectives). Meeting planners must go beyond the logistics of the event and get
clarity on the meeting objectives. Then engage the true professionals who can
best ensure those objectives are met.
We can see in the near future that many big-budget conferences will be replaced
by smaller gatherings of like-minded people where the allocation of costs for production, menus, or trinkets will be greatly diminished. The investment will be in
the hiring of professional speakers, trainers, and facilitators who provide hope,
confidence, and inspiration for participants to reach higher. Engage certified
trainers who will impart knowledge and teach usable skills. Use professional facilitators at each breakout session to ensure agendas are followed, meet objectives, and provide post-conference follow-up as needed.
A properly and professionally facilitated conference will be much more meaningful and memorable than whatever was found in the trinket bag or on the menu.
It confounds us that some corporate meeting planners are willing to spend more
of the conference budget on the trinket or bag, than they are on the resource
which will ensure success — the professionals who deliver lasting value.
Suzy can see the future and she knows that she has to adapt her meeting to
meet the needs of the attendees, as well as the other individuals who will be
“participating” via download after the conference is over. She will focus less energy and money on the trinkets, the entertainment, and making the right food selections and will now ensure that she has the right presenters who are sequenced
properly throughout the conference. She knows it is more about getting the right
presenter to deliver the right message with the right tools to the audience.
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What’s New with Us
Have you ever wanted your cake and to be able to eat it, too? We now
have the best of both worlds: a winter home in the desert of Scottsdale,
Arizona and a summer house on the ocean in the land of Anne of Green
Gables on Prince Edward Island, Canada. These days, with technology
and airports, it really doesn’t matter where we live, as long as we can get
to our clients when they need us.
Kristin is also very excited about assembling the 2010-2011 team when
she is President of NSA — the National Speakers Association. It’s an exhilarating process to build a team of volunteers to see the “big picture” as
well as how they contribute specifically and meaningfully to the success of
our organization. We always learn so much when the tables have been
turned and one has to “eat your own dog food”!
2008 was a good year (although we could have done without all the
moving!) and we are looking forward to an even better 2009. Yes, there
is a lot of turmoil and scarcity thinking out there; however, we choose to
look at this world from an abundance mentality. We still have more going
for us in North America than in any other place on the planet. (See more
about this in the “Scary Times” article on p 4).
This is also a good time to reexamine the fundamentals. Whatever
your reason, use the economy to get rid of the excess. Focus on the important. Keep it simple. It’s amazing what falls by the wayside when you
start paying attention to the small things that you have “always done it
that way around here!” It may not even be necessary to do that specific
item/task/function at all.
Let us give you an example. We love paper. In my office. Completely
accessible. But now that we have two offices (not including the one
30,000 feet in the air), paper isn’t necessary any more — but a great scanner is! Our goal is to put all the paper “up in the clouds” by end of the
year.
What’s your goal?
Kristin
& Joe

Kristin Arnold

Joseph Sherren

MBA, CMC, CPF, CSP

CSP, HoF

Where’s Kristin?
Kristin and Joe are engaged at the
following public events in 2009:
February
Toronto, Canada: York University
Orlando, FL: National Speakers Association
Scottsdale, AZ: Chief Executive Network
March
Charlottetown, Canada: UPEI Business
Society
April
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia: Comfori
Leadership Seminar
Cape Town, South Africa: Global Summit
May
Toronto, Canada: York University
Dallas, TX: Chief Executive Network
June
Fort Lauderdale, FL: National Speakers
Association
July
Toronto, Canada: York University
Scottsdale, AZ: National Speakers
Association
September
Chicago, IL: Chief Executive Network
November
Phoenix, AZ: National Speakers Association
Toronto, Canada: York University
December
Calgary, Canada: Association for
Professional Speakers

Practical Team Activities: Would You Rather?

We had eleven family members
stay with us this holiday season —
and we rediscovered the joys of
board and box games. As my daughter, Marina, was asking us questions

from the game, Would You Rather,
it occurred to me that you can use
these games as quick ice breakers.
Have each team member take a
“question card” from a board game
such as Would You Rather, Apples
to Apples, Yakkity Yak, Trivial
Pursuit, Scruples, etc. Share the
question on the card (or just one if
there are many questions on one
card).
The rest of the team can guess
how you would answer.
Then, not only answer the question, but explain the reason WHY
without the team
interrupting.
This is the
3 most impor-

tant part because it gives the rest of
the team insight into your thought
process and decision-making process.
It also reinforces valuable skills
for sharing thoughts and opinions on
a particular subject. Notice how others are listening intently? When the
team member has finished explaining, watch how others ask questions
to clarify or summarize.
Check out 50 other activities from
Kristin’s book, Team Energizers.
You can find this book at
www. ExtraordinaryTeam.com
or any online bookseller.
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From the Bookshelf

By Kristin Arnold

I have been doing quite a bit of research for my upcoming book,
Punch Up Your Presentations. So it should be no surprise that my
shelf is crammed with presentation skills books. Some are good;
some are not. None of them focuses on how to engage and involve
your audience — which is good news for me!
The best overall book on presentation skills continues to be Dale
Carnegie’s Public Speaking for Success (ISBN 1-58542-492-7).
Originally published in 1926 and updated in 2005, Carnegie shares
timeless tenets for speaking successfully in public. Clocking in at
448 small type pages, it is a bit of a slog to get through
his diction exercises, but his timeless advice is well
worth the price of admission.
But then again, you may want something a little
more current. Tim Koegel’s The Exceptional
Presenter (ISBN 978-1-929774-44-9) is an
easy-to-read primer (published in 2007) that
covers basic methods and techniques to give
a solid presentation.

Freeloader Phenomenon

By Kristin Arnold

Ernest Fehr and Simon Gatcher, two researchers at the University of Zurich, put people in groups of four and gave each person 20
points. Each person could choose to keep their points — or they
could contribute all or a portion of their points in the group’s pool of
points. The pool would then be increased by 40% and would be divided equally among all four group members regardless of the
amount contributed.
How much would you contribute? None? Some? Or all twenty?
At the beginning of the game, most group members contributed
some of their points for an average of 9 points.
As the game continued, the contributors realized that others were
freeloading. The group reduced their contributions until ten rounds
later, the average contribution was only 3 points. Group members
would rather keep their points than be taken advantage of!
After a few more rounds, the researchers added a fascinating
change to the ground rules: Members were allowed to assess
“punishment points” that would reduce the funds of the freeloaders.
Even though spending money to punish another player also reduced
their own funds, they were quite willing to pay the price.
Adding the chance to even the score with a slacker changed the
whole game: The average contribution soared to 18.2 points with
82.5% of the players investing everything in the common pool.
Do you have ground rules to help the freeloaders participate?
Adapted from Harvard Management Update—January 2007

Quote of the Quarter
“I cannot give you a formula for success, but I can give you a formula
for failure: Try to please everybody.”
Herbert Bayard Swope, American Journalist & Editor

Go to www.TeamQuotables.com for more team quotations
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Scary Economic Times
By Joseph Sherren
The media have been bludgeoning us
with news about our faltering economy.
Industries are faced with challenges that
have no parallel in recent history: shrinking water tables, global immigration, climate change, skyrocketing healthcare
costs, combined with an aging population.
Baby Boomers are coming back into the
workforce as “Retired on Call” (ROC). After years of working at “the office,” they
want to be engaged in meaningful work.
Additionally, millennial workers are entering the workforce — and they also want to
be engaged in meaningful work. The upshot? Neither wants full time jobs in our
traditional, autocratic, and bureaucratic
cultures.
The shift in demographics of the new
and diverse workforce of tomorrow is forcing all leaders to reexamine how they apply old theories to new situations. We believe the future can be brighter than how
the media is portraying these scary economic times. There are good news stories
and we must look beyond the bad, create
our own good news, and endeavor to be
optimistic. Staying positive will put our
future on the path to prosperity.
Thought leaders are required more
than ever. The world needs leaders to do
things that no one has had to do (or even
thought of) before. These leaders won’t
just appear — they must be trained, developed, and mentored. The need for education of new mindsets, proactive behaviors,
and leading-edge skills is unprecedented.
Training must be a behavior-changing
event centered around pragmatic skill
building. It must also be reinforced by
management, so it will not
become “credenzaware” - just
another binder on the shelf.
It is our responsibility to
ensure that the future
leaders are confident and
prepared as they accept
the challenge of creating
a better tomorrow. Can
we do it? Yes, we can.

